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1. Sarangadhara Sanhita: Tatvadipikkhyaya Hindi Tikaya Sanvalita :
tikakara : Mandava Nivashi Bhishagvachaspati Pandit Durgadatta Sastri.
[ Ayurvedacharya B.H.U.] Pradhan chikitsak Marawari Hindu Hospital,
Ayurveda –Bhibhag,Benaras. Published From Benaras: 1949.[
prthamakhanda,[saptamadhyaya] madhyamakhanda [dwadashodhaya] and
uttarakhanda [trayodashakhanda]pp 638,24,xvii.illus.good condition.
Size.12/8 inches. Rs- 2000/-

3. THE RASAYOGA-SAGARA: by Vaidya Pandit Hariprapannaji
BHASHATIKOPETA: Gahanastaleshu Sanskrit –Vivaranopeta.
Pakaradirghaparyanta Parisishtena Sahito DWITIYO BHAG: Bombay, Printed
by Nirnaya Sagar Press. San, 1930.Size.12/ 8 inches.pp
704,50,viii.good condition. Rs- 1800/-

4. RASAYANA SARA: Bhag Panchake Pratham Bhag: Varsha-shataka-
Parisramena : DASA – SAHASRAMUDRAVYAYENA cha JATANUBHAVA- FALARUPA: by
Rasayanasasti Pandit: Shyamsundaracharya Vaishya. Published by
umedilal Vaishya Kashi, 3rd ed. 1935. original condition.pp
520,20,vi,16,with yantra plates [21], and 3 photographs vaidyarajs,
maharajas.Hindi & Sanskrit texts. Rs- 1500/-

5. SUSHRUTA – SAMHITA WITH HINDI COMMENTARY NAMED ayurveda
rahasya-dipika. By Dr. Bhaskar Govind Ghanekar, with foreword by
vaidya jadavajee tricumjee acharya, volume-1; sutra and nidanasthan.


   [ This Book Alphabetical list of all the SANSKRIT NAMES of the FOOD & DRUG PLANTS MENTIONED IN BRHATTRAYI. CHARAKA SAMHITA, SUSRUTA SAMHITA & Astangahrdaya Samhita of Vagabhata together with their references in them. Collected from the commentaries of Dalhana,Chakrapani & the Hrdayadipika of Bopadeva…Rs-600/-


9. CARAKA SAMHITA [ A Scientific synopsis] by Priyaranjan Ray & Hirendra Nath Gupta. this monograph classified Account of the contents of Caraka Samhita ,one of the two earliest and most renowned medical treatises of Ancient India. Particularly of medical science,acquired by Ancient Indians at a time prior to Galen…with 13 chapters.some chapters:- physiological processes,health and longevity,physicians in CARAKA, diagnosis of DISEASES, methods of treatment .including SURGERY, 9- POISONS, ETC. TABLES,CLASSIFICATIONS, INDEX…published by Indian national Science academy, new delhi, 2nd ed.1980. royal size.pp 126,viii.Rs-600/-[good condition]


11. ABHINAVA SHARIRA SAMHITA: by Prof. Dinkar Gobind Thatte, along with Hindi Translation. With Sanskrit Technical terms from various Ayurvedic texts and to show them with their equivalents in the present day medical Science. Published Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan, Govt. of India, New delhi, 1st ed. 2007. Isbn- 81- 86111-41-7. pp 460,xx,Sanskrit, English and hindi text. Rs- 600/-


15. Todarananda –Ayurveda Saukhyam series No:2” BASIC PRINCIPLES OF AYURVEDA: Based on Ayurveda Saukhyam of Todarananda. By Vaidya Bhagawan Dash & Vaidya Lalitesh Kashyap. [present work the With the life of RAJA TODARA MALLA & various specialities of system of medicine. 1-The attributes of genuine DRUGS, physicians, nurses as well as patients are described in this chap[ter in detail. 2- various aspects of dosas, dhatus and malas are described in detail. 3-different therapeutic measures and the attributes of different categories of drugs. 4-deals with embryology, maternity and various anatomical as well physiological topics, 5-prognostic signs, messengers Dreams and omens which are conducive to the recovery of the disease are described in detail. 6-various methods for The examination of patients. The examination of pulse, urine, stool the eyes……Delhi, 1st ed. 1980. pp 628, xxxii, English And Sanskrit text. Rs-900/-


17. A Comparative HINDU MATERICA MEDICA: by Chandra Chakraberty. First published, new York, 1923. Reprinted, Delhi, 1983. pp 198, xviii. [this gathered after laborious research, from various botanical works, encyclopedies and pharmaceutical journals, are embodied in this book. Describe more than 190 genera and 800 species. Useful to The Indian botanists, herbists, druggists and medical practitioners….] Rs-500/-

18. Comparative Study of the MARMAS: by Dr. P.V. Krishna Rao. [Contents: 6 chapters; MARMAS in the upper extremity
MARMAS in: Lower extremity, Abdomen & Chest, The Back, Head & Neck, WITH TREATMENT] Published by Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan, Govt. of India, Delhi, 2007. Royal size. pp 68, xii. With many illustrations. Rs-400/-


22. University of Mysore: oriental Research Institute: Series No: 166:


23. Published by Benaras Hindu University: Varanasi, 1970: Advances in Research in Indian Medicine:


24. Published by Nirnaya Sagar Press: Bombay, 1920:


25. Trivendrum Sanskrit Series No: 178: [Subject: Ayurveda]

BHOJANA-KUTUHALA: of Raghunatha:[Rare and Valuable work Compiled from Various sources by Raghunatha suri. ]

Part-1: published by university manuscript library, trivendrum, 1956. Work draws its material from Old treatises like
Susrutra, Bhavaprakasa, Manusmrti & Vatsyayana Sutra,


27. The Science of Medicine Physiological Concepts in ancient & Medieval india- editor: N.H. Keswani, with 11 chapters:

28. Trivendrum Sanskrit Series No: 152; [Subject: ayurveda] The Yogaratna- Samuccaya of Anantakumara: Part-3; edited by V.A. ramaswami Sastri. [Collected together views regarding the treatment of the different Diseases prescribed by the numerous Acaryas in AYURVEDA, who have recorded in their works their own experiences as expert advisers and practitioners in Medicine with appendix, introduction in English. Trivendrum. 1947. pp370,56, Rebound. [some pages sl.pin-holes] Rs- 600/-
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] LAHORE, 1936.Size. 12/9 inches.pp 412,32,12,xxxvii.with
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6. TRISATI: Vaidyavar Sri Sarangadhara Nirmita: sriyuta Pandit
Vaidya-Vallabha Bhatta Virachita ;Sanskrit Tika sahita Seyan Pt.
Ramaprasad Jyotishi Ayurvedacharya-Vaidyaraj kishori Vallabha
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9. CARAKA SAMHITA [ A Scientific synopsis] by Priyaranjan Ray & Hirendra Nath Gupta. this monograph classified Account of the contents of Caraka Samhita, one of the two earliest and most renowned medical treatises of Ancient India. Particularly of medical science, acquired by Ancient Indians at a time prior to Galen…with 13 chapters. some chapters; - physiological processes, health and longevity, physicians in CARAKA, diagnosis of DISEASES, methods of treatment including SURGERY, 9- POISONS, ETC. TABLES, CLASSIFICATIONS, INDEX…published by Indian national Science academy, new delhi, 2nd ed. 1980. royal size. pp 126, viii. Rs-600/- [good condition]
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24. Published by Nirmaya Sagar Press: Bombay, 1920:


28. Trivendrum Sanskrit Series No: 152: [Subject: ayurveda] The Yogaratna- Samuccaya of Anantakumara: Part-3; edited by V.A.ramaswami Sastri. [Collected together views regarding the treatment of the different Diseas prescribed by the numerous Acaryas in AYURVEDA, who have recorded in their works their own experiences as expert advisers and practioners in Medicine. with appendix, introduction in English. Trivendrum. 1947. pp370,56, Rebound. [some pages sl.pin-holes] Rs- 600/-
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